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Introduction

With OVERSCAN-TT you acquired an inexpensive diagram extension, with which the following
resolutions can be achieved:

Modus
ST- Low
ST- Medium
ST- High
TT- Low
TT-Medium

Normal
320 x 200
640 x 200
640 x 400
320 x 480
640 x 480

OverScan-TT
416 x 248
832 x 248
832 x 496
416 x 496
832 x 496

Zuwachs
61 %
61 %
61%
34%
34%

Table 1.1: Attainable resolutions with OverScan-TT
The AutoSWITCH software permits it, programs not under the larger ressolution is executable to let
run in the normal resolution. Switching between normal and extended resolution occurs without
new boots of the processor when starting and terminating programs. All parameters weden over a
CPX module which can be served simply adjusted.
Importantly: Send please the attached registration card back. Only then we can do you over
Innovations and updates to OVERSCAN-TT inform.
Addresses and Telephone Number find you in the appendix A.
We require now much fun to you also OVERSCAN-TT.

OverScan GbR
Karsten Isakovic (Software)
Patrick Jerchel (Hardware)
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1.1

Copyright

The OVERSCAN-TT-Hardware, -Software and the manual are protected copyrights. Each
duplication or copy (also partial) of this manual or the OVERSCAN TT software is forbidden.
Offence is criminally pursued by us. Diskette copies may be only made for the purpose of the
personal data protection. Each program is provided with a serial number, so that pirate copies can be
retraced.

1.2 Adhesion and warranty

Chapter 2

Hardware
2.1

General to the installation

For damage of all kinds, which results from the use of OVERSCAN TT, no adhesion is taken over.
This manual was created with largest attention. For incorrect specification and whose consequences we know
neither legal responsibility nor any adhesion” over
take.
The area of jurisdiction is Berlin (Germany): It is valid excluding the right the federation
Republic of Germany.

1.3

Update service

Our software is developed further naturally and waited. With the appearance of a new program
version become registered users (registration card to send in!) informs in writing.

1.4 System prerequisites
The current status of the supported TOS versions is OSCAN.TT in the file. TXT fuel element
wrote

OvERSCAN-TT consists of one printed circuit board, which is put into VME Bus the ATARI TT.
Additionally three lines are connected with the motherboard of the processor. Over these lines the
original video logic processors to higher resolutions is persuaded ".
Contrary to our announcements until March 1992 no conductive strip disconnexion is necessary!
If you should encounter in the course of the installation unsolvable difficulties, contact 1 us please in
writing or by telephone (Hotline times and telephone numbers in appendix).

2.2 How does the hardware function?
OVERSCAN-TT the DE-signal of the ATARI TT modifies. Thus the video logic outputs more
points per line and more line per picture. To assist in the understanding of the total circuit you
regard figure 2,1, from which interaction between OVER Scan TT and its ATARI TT is to be
detected.
The signal names used in this manual have in detail the following meaning:
1. DE-OUT, the DE-signal generated by OvERSCAN TTneu, is the core that
OVERSCAN modification. It must be led to the MCU and enables the new resolutions (with
installed ST-RAM-extension there is two MCUs, one of it is on the extension card). “DE” by
the way means “display Enable” and “MCU” in this connexion 'MEMORY control Unit1.
2. VSYNC (the vertical synchronisation signal) leads the radiation return at the end
a drawing display. VSync is produced by TTVIDEO chip.
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Signals from the base of the TT-video-chip are separated.

SECTION 2. HARDWARE

2.4

9

The installation in the detail

CAUTION LIVE SECTIONS! MORTAL DANGER! .
In the ATARI TT a power pack, is operated with 230 V and opening you
this power pack never. Live sections of their power pack should with opened
Processors attainable its, then NEVER operate you on your opened processor,
if the mains cable sits in the plug socket.
Note please also that your possibly still available warranty claims (opposite Atari) unfortunately
end by opening the processor, if you did not drive the installation through a ATARI dealer leave.
In order to facilitate for you the installation from OVERSCAN TT , we have it into particulars
Work procedures divides.
J
Records, which are printed in this character font, gelten'dabei exclusive for processors with
screening plates. With newer TTs the screening plates were replaced) by a conductive lacquer at
the housing inside.

Step 1! UOT
Pull all cables (also the mains cable!) from your processor.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of OVERSCAN-TT
DE-IN (The Old DE-Signal) becomes of TTVIDEO-Chip produced. With more inactive OVERSCAN-Hardware it is simply through-gone, d.h. DE-OUT (s.o.) is alike DE-IN, and all chips
are supplied with the original signal. With active OVER SCAN hardware the DE-signal
produced by the OVERSCAN hardware must at the MCUs be led, may not however not back
at the TTVIDEO chip arrive. From this reason the signal becomes DE-IN directly decreasing
in the TTVIDEO chip, not however passed on to the PLCC base. This ensures a one-sided
isolation of the pin, which removes the signal.

2.3 Which tools are needed?
For the installation of OverScaN TT you need screwdrivers and flat-nose pliers around that
To open housing of the processor and remove the screening plate. It is additional
very useful, even if it over a simple ohm metre or a continuity tester
order.
With processors with installed ST-RAM-extension a soldering iron is necessary, in order to solder a
cable to these.

Step 2
'Removing it the VME bus cover at the rear side of your processor, fastened with two screws. The
flat strip cables for the interfaces „Serial 1 " and „Serial 2 " can be taken off in the VME slot
upward.
Step 3
Loosen the screw on the lower surface of the processor, which holds the fixed disk in its position (,
do not drop out thus they hold fixed disk thereby with a hand). Notice the orientation of the flat
strip cable (e.g. with felt-tip pen mark) and depart you the fixed disk from the processor. With older
models the supply us voltage plug lets itself solve very heavily from the disk. It can be levered off
with an aid (large screwdriver) carefully (caution, danger of injury).
Step 4., <,… '
Loosen all remaining screws on the lower surface of the processor, also under the warranty seal.
Now you can remove the upper cover from the processor. Note orientations of flat strip cable and
vierpoligem voltage supply cable of the floppy drive and - with processors without screening plate the polarity of the Leutchdiode also here.
Step 5
Remove the ST-RAM-extension (on the right in the processor), those with four screws
is secured, from the processor.
With processors with screening plates beforehand the above sheet metals must be removed.
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Step 6
Now the sheet metal over the power pack can be taken off (Direction to be noticed).
Step 7
A possibly installed TT-RAM-extension must be removed next. This
is connected with two screws with the Motherboard.
Step 8
Before the VME Fühfungsblech can be taken off now, the two sheet metal latches must be awaybent, which connect it with the perpendicularly which is printed circuit board mechanically.
After loosen from three further screws can the large screening plate (if available) together with the
VME sheet metal be developed. Also the accumulator contact must be taken off from the
Motherboard.

11
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become: Pin 1 is marked at the chip by a small point at the edge of chip and is situated in the centre
of a chip edge. From there the counting (2, 3, goes 4,…) against the clockwise direction further.
Those for OverScan TT important contacts are DE-IN (Pin 7) and VSYNC (Pin 9). Fig. 2,2
indicates the position of the pins as seen from above.
When imprinting the two contacts between TTVIDEO chip and PLCC base those must Polarity are
considered. Between pin 7 (Signal DE-IN) and Base is put on one side isolated pin, between pin 9
and base the not isolated.
Durch die einseitige Isolierung von Pin 7 wird erreicht, daß zwar das Signal DE-IN vom
TTVIDEO-Chip abgenommen, nicht aber an die restliche Videologik weitergeleitet wird (vgl.
Abbildung 2.3).
DE-IN-Contakt

DE-IN
Isolation

Pin 1 (marked at the
chip)

■
PLCC-Socket
Figure 2.2: OVERSCAN
TT and that

VSYNC
TTVIDEO-Chip
Contact
spring of the chip Kontaktieder of the
PLCC Sockeis

DE-IN
(to the
PLCC
Base
isolated.)

Figure 2.3: Separation of DE-IN and DE-OUT at the TTVIDEO base

Step 10
Step 9 Now the main printed circuit board of the ATARI TT (Motherboard) is situated openly before them.
Localise the TT Video chip (designation on the printed circuit board: U204). It is directly under the
VME Führungsblech, is 84-pins and sits in a PLCC base (PLCC marks here only the design). If this
Chjp should not be installed in your processor against expecting, then you contact us (OverScan)
please by telephone.
The two-pole contact of the enclosed wiring harness is pressed between PLCC bases and TTVIDEO
chip. It is naturally important that the correct pins “tapped”

The feed of the new signal DE-OUT is achieved by the third contact at the wiring harness, which is
separately separated.
This can be put with missing ST-RAM-extension simply into the free base (J502). With processors
with ST-RAM-extension this contact must be soldered on above on the ST-RAM-printed circuit
board.
The position of the contact can be inferred figure 2,4. According to ATARI designation it concerns
port pin 87, series C:! at J5Ö2; “You find this pin also by counting from on the right nach'links: The
tenth (10.) pin of on the right of you series next been situated is it.

Step 11
After installation of the wiring harness the perfect function of the processor can
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Cable link for test 1
Rear TT

Component side
ATARI TT
Motherboard

Figure 2.5: Test cable link in the wiring harness
Figure 2.4: OVERSCAN TT at the ST-RAM-extension
are checked. Close in addition keyboard, colour screen and mains cable to the processor.
If live sections of their power pack should be attainable with opened processor, then you NEVER
operate on your opened processor, if the mains cable sits in the plug socket. In this case you install
the housing upper part before the test.
Floppy ones and fixed disk do not have to be installed. Occurred, you already do not put case a
cable link to the two outside contacts three pole towards plug at the wiring harness (see figure 2,5).
After switching on of the processor on should appear now after some time of the Desktop. The
waiting period shortens, if during the boat process the dummy key is pressed (as with boots of fixed
disk).

If the two tests without errors ran, it can be useful, the two-pole end of the. To fix wiring harness at
the surface of the TTVIDEO chip with something adhesive (e.g. 10-second adhesive), in order to
avoid ossible contact problems by mechanical effects. Make sure that no adhesive turns out
between chip and base.
Only for processors with sheet metals: Draw the ST-RAM-extension (or, if missing, the contact in
the ST-RAM-EXTENSION-base) again off.
Step 12
Fasten the VME sheet metal again in your processor.
Processor with sheet metal: The large screening plate also on it fastened VME sheet metal must be
now inserted again.

If the Desktop with cable link in the wiring harness does not appear or if the picture is disturbed, so
an error is present with the installation! In this case you scolded the processor immediately
out and you check all modifications again exactly. If after intensive search
an error to determine, you do not turn to our Hotline service (telephone number
:
and times in the appendix).
'

The three pole plug of the wiring harness and the contact to the ST-RAM-extension (with etvl.
soldered on ST-RAM-extension) should come out between VME sheet metal and power pack.

With correct Desktop picture a further test follows: Remove with run
the processor briefly the cable link from the wiring harness. The picture should be-ends to this
Disturbed its disappear to time more pder completely. Only if the picture remains completely
normal, is situated
probably an error in the one-sided isolation of your contact in the TTVIDEO
Base forwards. You scolded the processor out and check you in the event of an error the isolation
best with an ohm metre (Between DE-IN and DE-OUT no passage may [0 R]
its). Check the isolation or call you also in this case our Hotline
Service on.

Step 13
With early versions of OverScan TT THE dreipofige plug of the wiring harness must be put directly
on the link on the OVERSCAN TT printed circuit board. For this process it is meaningful to remove
the power pack of the processor at short notice. In addition the solve from two screws and taking a
plug contact off are necessary.

Remove for keyboard, display and mains cable again from, your processor.

The ST-RAM-extension can be installed now also again (or the contact in the ST-RAM-base, see
step 10).

Slide they the OVERSCAN TT printed circuit board now by the rear side of the processor into the
guide rail of the VME Führungsbleches. The component side of OVER SCAN TT rhüß thereby
upward indicate. Possibly is here an aid (screwdriver
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or other long article) necessarily, if your fingers are not enough for inserting. On the last
millimeters noticeably locking should be noticeable, if the 96-pin contact strip is slid into the VME
socket.
With newer OverScaN TT VERSIONS AN additional small wiring harness on the OVERSCAN TT
printed circuit board is attached. This must be threaded by the recess left at the VME sheet metal, so
that the wiring harness already installed in the processor can be put in here later.
Test again the perfect function of your processor as in step 11.
Now the three pole plug of the wiring harness is connected with its counterpart by the OVER
SCAN TT printed circuit board. Remove in addition the cable link between the outside two links of
the plug, which were necessary for the tests.
With early versions of OVERSCAN TT this is achieved by lateral inserting (from left) of the plug
into the opening of the VME sheet metal. Possibly you must shift the plug here with a screw turner
(or the like) onto its workstation (exact looking is necessary, thus plugs and socket to be correctly
into one another put). Afterwards the power pack can be inserted again.
With newer versions the three pole plug can simply into the Ge already lying exposed
piece of towards to be put.
^

., ö

Step 14
Before the final assembly of the processor sollte' again the function of all
Modules to be tested.
Connect your processor this time with Tastaur, display, floppy drive and mains cable.
After inserting a normal boot diskette (without the OVERSCAN TT software) and following
switching on on the processor should behave completely normally.
Put now the OVERScAN TT diskette provided into the floppy drive and to start you the processor
again. This time the Desktop should appear more largely than used. If this is the case, then the
OVERSCAN TT modification is successful. In all other cases an error is present. Turn then to our
Hotline service.
Step 15
The processor can be now again completely assembled (see starting from step 7 backwards). Make
sure please that you do not damage any cables (or your fingers) with the sharp edged metal of the
screening plates.
Thus the installation is Deen'detl in chapter 3 (software) reads you, how the driver for OVERSCAN
TT is installed.

SECTION 2. HARDWARE

2.5

To tips and cheat to the hardware

2.5.1

Bildschirmschoner
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Do not use Bildschirmschoner, which (like e.g. tense in early versions) the processor on external
synchronisation scolded. When restarting the synchronisation it can to unwanted effects, even for
the destruction of the diagram circuits comes (this is valid also for the processors of the ST and
STE series).

2.5.2

Position of the picture with cold starting

When switching on (cold) of the processor on it can occur that the picture on the monitor (approx. 4
pixels) is on the right continued to represent on the left of or, as when switching on on in the warm
status (after some hours operation). This small blemish has its cause in the tolerances of the Atari
diagram chips and is visible also in the operation without OVERSCAN TT (it only falls there
normally not on).
. :,„

2.5.3

Brightness adjustment

Since OVERSCAN TT fills only the area of the picture additionally with pixels, which in „the
normal " - operation as white edge is visible, the display can being adjusted like used in its
brightness. The power pack of the monitor is not beforehand loaded more strongly than.

2.5.4

Increase cards in the VME bus

If OVERSCAN TT is not to be operated as only card in the VME bus, two points are to be
considered:

1.

The three pole wiring harness between processors and OVERSCAN TT printed circuit board
should not exceed a length of approx. 25 cm, so that effects do not win such as cross modulation
and reflexions at influence.

2.

So that the complete Adressbereich'des VME bus is not occupied by OverScan TT, is that put an
additional Address&decoder chip into the free base on the OVERSCAN TT printed circuit board,
designated for it, necessarily. This Address decoder is available with OverScan. Please turn to our
hotline, so that we with the initialisation of the chip their - desire address, to consider know.

3.
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Section 3

Software

3.1 Installation
To OvERScAN TT you receive a diskette, on which the following files are:
OSCAN.TT.PRG The Treibei program.
OSCAN.TT. CPX CPX module for the variable Kontrollfeld XCONTROL. ACC.
OSCAN.TT. INF The configuration file for the driver.
OSCAN_TT.TXT This file contains current modifications to the manual.
The installation is simple:
1. Copy the drive program OSCAN.TT. PRG into the autofile of your boat drive (mostly drive
C:). The program must be physically behind NVDI.
2. Copy likewise the file OSCAN.TT. INF into the autofile.
3. OSCAN.TT.CPX you copy the file please into your CPX file, from which the modular
Kontrollfeld (XCONTROLL.ACC) loads its modules. The OSCAN.TT.CPX serves for the
configuration of OVERSCAN TT, as well as to storing the same in OSCAN.TT. INF file.
4. Would drive through they a restart (Reset).

17
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The CPX module

After installation (see to chapter 3) finding you in the variable Kontrollfeld a module with the name
OSCAN TT [. By one doubleclick on this entry come you into the configuration module of the
OVERSCAN TT. In this module you can select the programs, which are to run under the emulation.
All adjustments leave themselves in the 0SCAN_TT. INF file store.

SECTION 3. SOFTWARE
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Clicking on a program in the list opens a Popup menu with the options and I Remove]. With you
insert remove the program for the latter from the left
Insert
the selection of files box with that appears you a program to select can,
ste.
which is inserted before the selected. At the end of the list always is a free entry, so that you
can insert a program also at the end of the list. For each program in the list only the program name
is taken over, not the path name.
If you should adding more programs than possible, appears when leaving the CPX module through
| Protect | or j OK ONE) a dialogue box with an error message.

With the Popup menu in the top you select the current dialogue. There are two different dialogues,
which are explained in the following.
Click on one of the three buttons in the lower section leaves the CPX module. With | OK ONE [all
adjustment to the driver are transferred.
By the button |Protect| a file IS OSCAN.TT. INF created, in which all adjustments are stored, so
that they are not lost, if you switch your processor off. Additionally - as with OK ONES - ■ all
adjustments are taken over.
The button | Toilet | cancels all modifications into the CPX of modules. The adjustments ARE taken,
which were valid before the call OF the CPX of modules.

3.2.1

The dialogue of programs

In this dialogue you select the programs, which are not to run in the extended C--SCAN dissolution;
additionally programs can be removed from the list. With the roll beam at the right page of the
program list you can to be paged through the list as used.

OVERSCAN TT- MANUAL
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3.3

Further Details

3.3.1

Abort with boots

Section 4

One holds with boots the two | SHIFT |- Keys pressed, the driver becomes not installed

3.3.2

(Error) messages

Necessary storage space
OSCAN.TT. PRG-Driver 10 KByte
extended display
50 KByte

3.3.3

Use system vectors

The driver installs itself in the GEMDOS and XBIOS Trap as well as in the EXEC OS and RESET
vector with the XBRA identifier OSTT. He stores a Cookie with the identifier OSTT, over which
communication with the CPX module takes place in the Cookie Jar.

3.3.4

All messages and texts are displayed according to the land identifier of the TOS; either in German
or English.

Screen layout

The display memory is exactly the same structured under OVERSCAN TT into all resolution, as in
the normal display modes. Only the ST-high resolution is a special case. There is only 104 of the
112 bytes visibly; On the right beside the screen is a unbenutzer area (viz. table 3.1).

Resolution
ST- Low
ST-Medium
ST- High
TT-Low

Byte/line
208
208
(!) 112
416
416
TT-Medium

4.1 Messages of the driver OSCAN_TT.PRG

Visible width
416
832
832
416
832

Height
248
248
496
496
496

Tabelle 3.1: Screen layout with OVER.SCAN TT

Installation aborted
With boots became both [Shift keys to keep pressed, those installation of the driver one prevented.
Hardware does not install
The VME bus hardware could not be addressed. Perhaps the hardware was not correctly inserted.
VME bus not addressable.
It is installed false address translation table, thus the VME bus is not addressable. Perhaps it is
because of resident PMMU utility. Try re-booting starting without other autofiles of programs than
OVERSCAN-TT.
0SCAN_TT operates only on the Atari
TT with colour screens.
This message is output, if the driver on a Atari ST is started or if to the Atari TT a monochrome
large screen display is attached (ECL)
TOS version is not supported.
The version of the operating system TOS is not supported unfortunately yet. In this case an
encoded file under the name becomes 0STT_T0S.IMG on the boot drive
21
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created. Copy please this file on the OVERSCAN TT Orginaldiskette, and you transmit these
and to a franked back envelope at us (S. appendix A).
Error in the OSCAN.TT.INF file.
CPX module a new.

Please create with the

SECTION 4. (ERROR) MESSAGES
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4.2 Messages of the CPX module
All texts of the CPX module become according to the land identifier of the variable controllfields
XCONTROL. ACC adapted. The land identifier of the TOS is not analysed by the variable
Controllfield unfortunately.

The OSCAN TT. INF file is incorrect. That can occur, if you modified this file with a
wordprocessor. In this case you can with the OVERSCAN TT CPX module through | Protect | the
file with a valid adjustment overwrite.
It is not missing a free CookieJar workstation for OSCAN TT.
That can occur, if other programs in the autofile occupy all Cookie Jar entries and the available
table than if necessary the table created by OVERSCAN TT (32 entries) are larger. Remedy: The
driver OSCAN.TT.PRG must be copied before these other programs into the autofile.

The CPX module was activated, although the OSCAN TT.PRG driver is not installed (e.g. into the
auto folder does not copy).

AutoSwitch OverScan TT only in Auto
Folder can be installed!!!!I Abort

This box appears, if one tries to start driver from the Desktop

If in the CPX module is 0K_ or protecting one clicked and too many programs were entered into the
list, this message appears, after the start of the processor is possible for 25 to 40 entries into the list.
With [however all entries (even if this error message appears) will protect in OSCAN.TT. INF file
secured. Remedy creates a restart of the processor (RESET). Thus the adjustments become in the
0SCAN_TT. INF file taken over and workstation for further entries production (max. 75).

Section 5

Appendix
A

Resolution-independent
programming

Addresses

To tips and cheat for resolution-independent programming are usually only for programmers
interesting. Therefore we did not take up this section to the OVERSCAN TT manual.

In the following you find your partner in things OvERSCAN TT. If no agency should be in your
country, then you turn please to the OVERSCAN GbR in Germany.

They can keep the appropriate article nevertheless free from Karsten Isakovic, if you send us a
franked back envelope (format C5).

——————

D
OVERSCAN GbR Isakovic-Jerchel
Säntisstr. 166
D-1000 Berlin 48
Tel: 030 - 721 94 66
Fax: 030 - 721 56 92
Box: 030 - 72 70 56
Vorwahl Ausland: +4930 Die OVERScAN-Hotline ist Montags bis Freitags von 14.00 bis 18.00 besetzt.
EMail: SUB
FIDO
MAUS
ZERERBUS

ki oder pj@b.maus.de
ki oder pj%MAUS B on 2:242/2.6
KI oder PJ ® B
KI oder PJ % MAUS B O ZERMAUS.ZER

GB
The Atari Workshop, Radio Service Company
Units 2/19. Sumner Workshops. Sumner Road.
London SE15 6LA
Tel: 071-708 5755
Fax: 071-708 5754
Phone the Atari Workshop Hotline Monday to Friday between lOam and 4pm.
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Virtual store management and accelerator for ATARI-TT Computer

DM 149,-

New, Off V2.0 none TT-RAM

VRAM emulates additional primary storage, as the fixed
disk is shared as storage medium. If the physical
primary storage becomes scarce, then no more are
stored externally necessary memory pages on the fixed
disk (Swapping). If these stored externally memory
pages are again needed, then VRAM stores them. This
process runs perfectly automatically.

VRAM bei der Arbeit:

Virtual memory:
VRAM supports up to 2 GByte virtual memory,
dependent on how much workstation for it is designated
on the SWAP partition. SCSI and ACSI fixed disks are
supported.
For the Swapping a separate partition is made
available. Thus the data security of VRAM is very high.
Even with program crashes, which destroy the storage
area, in which the virtual Speichverwaltung is situated,
can it to no overruns come in such a way. If VRAM is
not started, the SWAP partition without Umkonfiguration
is available as normal drive.
Further VRAM detects automatically most programs,
whose storage areas (e.g. display accelerators may not
be stored externally).

Please consider also our package
supply with NVDI.

Technical data:
A prerequisite, ATARI TT with or without almost RAM.
Or ATARI ST with TT-compatible store
management and 68030 (e.g. SST
board).
A SWAP Partitlon on a SCSI or a ACSI
disk.
Sottware.
max.

2 GByte disk workstation become

as virtual memory used.
High Datenslcherhelt. since the SWAP
Partltlon is used only by VRAM.
High-optimised Swapping
algorithm.

TOS accelerating

Highest compatibility by automatic
recognition of most problematic
programs (resident drivers).

In VRAM a complete ROM RAM is integrated. VRAM is
from there in the position, which TOS around approx.
35% to accelerate (not with TTs without almost RAM).
This is achieved by that the operation system routines
and also the system variables are moved in almost
RAM. The accelerator function can be also switched off.

Operates with all TOS versions
starting from 2.05.
Integrated acceleration software,
those the ROM and those
System variables in almost RAM
moves.

Part numbers. 4COB VRAM 4009

DM 149.-

VRAM t NVDI

DM235.-

All prices plus Versandkoslen.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
OverScan GbR Isakovic-Jerchel
Säntisstr.16«. W-looo Berlin 48
Teleton. 030-721 94 66 (Mo-Fr. 14-ISUhr) Telefax 721 56 92 Mailbox. 72 70 56

